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Abstract
Biomolecules nondissociative adsorption on noble metals is a key process in metallic biosensors

implying several questions related to the stability and orientation of such molecules. Here, the

neurotransmitter dopamine (DA) adsorption on silver surface is investigated in the context of

density functional theory (DFT). Two different dopamine isomers, the neutral (NDA) and zwit-

terionic (ZDA) species, and two different silver surfaces, Ag (110) and Ag(111), were considered.

NDA shows relatively large binding energies, compared to previously studied π-π bonded sys-

tems. ZDA adsorbs even much more strongly although this species is less stable than NDA in

vacuum. To elucidate the nature of the interaction between adsorbate and substrate, an elec-

tronic structure analysis was performed. Adsorbed NDA species suffers the loss of electronic

charge, accompanied by a downshift of its molecular levels and the appearance of an attractive

interaction of coulombic nature between adsorbate and substrate. The significant ZDA binding

can be related to larger electron transfer and coupling between ZDA and Ag orbitals. Moreover,

for both species, an important contribution of attractive noncovalent interactions of different

degrees can be observed. The Ag substrate produces several modifications on NDA and ZDA

vibrational frequencies. Noticeably relevant are the large red/blue shifts undergone by the N-H/

O-H stretching bands of zwitterionic species, of up to −670/+430 cm−1.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Dopamine (DA) is a catecholamine that binds and activates cell surface receptors in humans and mammalians.[1] This neurotransmitter plays an

important physiological role in the central nervous, renal, and hormonal systems.[2] Low or high levels of dopamine are related to serious human

neural diseases, such as the Parkinson's disease and schizophrenia, respectively.[3] Therefore, it is of great medical and pharmacological interest to

study chemical interactions in which this molecule is involved. According to the pD value of the solvent medium, different forms of catecholamine

molecules have been reported, including neutral, zwitterionic, cationic, and anionic species.[4] Acid dissociation constants obtained from nuclear

magnetic resonance data showed that cationic and anionic species predominate at acidic (pD < 7) and alkaline media (pD > 12), respectively, while

at intermediate pD values the four species including neutral and zwitterionic are present.[4]

Recently, several proposals for DA detection have been published based on field effect transistor probes,[5] electrochemical[6] and optical

techniques.[7–9] Regarding the latter technique, the most powerful is the surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS), where a huge enhance-

ment of adsorbed molecules Raman scattering is produced due to the resonance effect from surface plasmon modes in noble metals rough sur-

faces and nanoparticles (20-40 nm in size).[10] This spectroscopy has been widely used for biomolecules detection, to the point of confirming the

single molecule nature of an observed signal.[11] SERS results reported by Bu and Lee[8] for DA anchored on Au, Ag, and AgcoreAushell nanoparti-

cles (NPs) showed that Au NPs exhibited higher sensitivity in the SERS detection of DA molecules at low concentrations, while Ag NPs displayed
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stronger Raman intensity at high concentrations of DA. Subsequently, the same authors studied the optical properties of Ag NPs with adsorbed

DA molecules as a function of pH, concluding that the Ag NPs clustering due to DA bridges between Ag NPs showed the maximal SERS activity

to DA molecules in a limited pH range (pH = 7-9).[12] In a recent work related to the detection of DA with colorimetric probes based on Au NPs,

the NPs cross-linking aggregation was attributed to the formation of hydrogen bonding between DA molecules anchored on Au NPs.[13] Con-

versely, the interplay of DA and Au NPs coated with Ag has been investigated in an earlier work by means of SERS and complemented with Fou-

rier transform infrared and normal Raman spectroscopy results,[14] suggesting that the DA molecules are adsorbed onto AucoreAgshell surface with

the molecular plane tilted with respect to the silver surface. In relation to these experimental results, several open questions cannot be easily

answered without a full description at the molecular level; namely, those related to adsorbed molecule geometrical orientation, adsorption sites

coordination number, electron transfers to/from the surface, and competition between different adsorbed DA species.

Molecules adsorption on solid surfaces is a key process in various fields, including heterogeneous catalysis,[15] electrochemistry,[16] molecular

sensing,[17,18] and minerals processing.[19,20] The understanding of physical and chemical properties involved in such process has benefited from the-

oretical chemistry. This was largely evident from the advent of density functional theory (DFT) methods, which permits to study molecules binding

on metallic,[21,22] covalent[23] and ionic solid surfaces[24,25] with the same tool. So far, the study of biomolecules adsorption on noble metal surfaces

has focused on the anchoring of nucleobases,[26] aminoacids,[27] and short[28] and very long peptides[29] in connection with DNA fragments identifi-

cation and the formation of self-assembled molecular overlayers. However, the DA species adsorption on extended noble metal surfaces has not

been studied theoretically before. We can mention a related study where both the neutral-DA-Ag2 and zwitterionic DA-Ag2 complexes were studied

by means of DFT,[14] particularly focusing on the vibrational spectra of such species. Besides the relevance of a theoretical approach to the DA/Ag

or analogous systems for a full comprehension and analysis of experimental results, the theoretical characterization of DA bonding with a noble

metal surface is of major interest to verify earlier ideas about the interplay between complex organic molecules and late transition metals surfaces.

In the present approach neutral and zwitterionic DA species adsorption on the (110) and (111) Ag faces is theoretically investigated within

the framework of DFT, representing the substrate with a periodic model. The case of zwitterionic DA is particularly noticeable due to the compar-

atively large energy gain produced when this molecule anchors onto the Ag surfaces. The resulting DA-silver interactions were elucidated by ana-

lyzing several aspects of the electronic structure of molecule/substrate systems, including charge transfers, molecular orbital coupling, and

noncovalent index. It is worth mentioning that no other theoretical account for the adsorption of DA or other cathecolamine on extended metallic

surfaces has previously been published.

2 | THEORETICAL METHOD

The results reported in this work are based on the DFT formalism and were implemented by means of the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Program

(VASP).[30,31] In this code, the Kohn–Sham equations are solved employing a plane-wave basis and periodic boundary conditions. Electron

exchange and correlation effects are described by the generalized gradient approximation using the functional due to Perdew–Burke–Ernzer-

hof.[32] The electron-ion interactions are taken into account by the projector-augmented wave (PAW) potentials. The PAW method is a frozen

core all-electron method that uses the exact shape of the valence wavefunctions instead of pseudo-wavefunctions.[33,34] The 4d105s1 electronic

configuration for external electrons was considered for Ag atoms. Taking into account that colloid noble metal nanoparticles exhibit mostly (111)

planes and in a less proportion (200), (220), and (331) planes,[35,36] the Ag(111) and Ag(110) surfaces were selected for the present work. The lat-

ter is topographically very similar to Ag(220). Conversely, the atom arrows of Ag(110) surface can be considered as a model to mimic the edges

effect in small cuboctahedral and icosahedral noble metal particles.[37] The repeated slabs representing the Ag(110) and Ag(111) surfaces contain

five and four layers of atoms, respectively, and a vacuum gap in the normal direction. This gap width (14 Å) was optimized to minimize the interac-

tion between slabs. The Ag(110) array has a 3 x 4 supercell with 60 silver atoms and the Ag(111) array has a 4 x 4 supercell with 64 silver atoms.

All calculations were performed at the nonspin polarized level. Previous results for the Sn atoms adsorption on Au—a nonmagnetic noble metal as

Ag[38]—showed that the spin polarized results are very similar to those at the nonspin polarized level. For the present work, test calculations were

performed for doublet states, giving total electronic energies that are 0.01-0.02 eV less stable than the respective single states. The fixed conver-

gence of the plane-wave expansion was obtained with 415 eV cutoff energy. Integrations in the first Brillouin zone were made using Monkhorst

grids of 2 x 2 x 1 k-points. Nonlocal dispersive effects were included by using the DFT-D2 method due to Grimme´s group.[39]

The adsorption of neutral dopamine and its zwitterionic dopamine species, designated shortly as NDA and ZDA, respectively, was studied on

both Ag(110) and Ag(111) surfaces. The interaction energy between one of these molecules and each Ag surface was calculated in terms of the

adsorption energy, Eads, defined as

Eads ¼ Eadsorbate=substrate−Esubstrate−Eadsorbate ð1Þ

In this expression, Eadsorbate/substrate is the total energy of NDA/Ag or ZDA/Ag systems, Esubstrate the total energy of the Ag substrate and

Eadsorbate the total energy of the NDA or ZDA molecule, respectively.

The adsorbed species and the first and second atomic layers for Ag(110) were allowed to relax until the residual Hellmann–Feynman forces

were below 0.02 eV/Å. In the case of the Ag(111) surface, the adsorbed species and only the first atomic layer of the substrate were relaxed. The

vibrational frequencies of isolated and the adsorbed NDA and ZDA molecules were calculated by diagonalizing the Hessian matrix as
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implemented in VASP, considering a finite difference approach with a step size of 0.024 Å for the adsorbed atom displacement along each Carte-

sian coordinate. For the isolated NDA and ZDA dopamine species, additional calculations were carried out with the Gaussian 03 code at the

B3LYP/6-31G theory level.[40]

The electronic structure was analyzed by computing the projected density of electronic states (PDOS) of specific adsorbate and substrate

atomic states using a 7 x 7 x 1 k-points grid. The analysis of charge reorganization due to adsorption was accomplished by calculating the elec-

tronic charge density difference, Δρ, produced as a consequence of the adsorption process. This electronic property can be expressed as

Δρ¼ ρadsorbate=substrate−ρsubsbtrate−ρadsorbate ð2Þ

where ρadsorbate/substrate is the charge density of the total NDA/Ag or ZDA/Ag systems, ρsubstrate the charge density of the Ag substrate, and ρadsorbate

the density of the NDA or ZDA molecule, the last two charge densities calculated as isolated fragments, but with the same geometry as for the

adsorbed molecule on Ag. The charge of each fragment, NDA or ZDA molecule and Ag substrate, was evaluated performing a DDEC6 atomic-charge

analysis.[41] This is an atoms-in-materials method where exactly one electron distribution is assigned to each atom, core electrons are assigned to the

correct host atom, and net atomic charges are formally independent of the basis set type because they are functionals of the total electron distribu-

tion. The noncovalent interactions between adsorbate and substrate were analyzed by means of the NonCovalent Index (NCI),[42] as implemented in

the last version of Critic code.[43] The NCI index is based on a 2D plot of the reduced density gradient, s, and the electron density, ρ, where

s¼ 1

2 3π2ð Þ1=3
rρj j
ρ4=3

ð3Þ

If noncovalent interactions are present in a system, steep peaks appear at low density in this 2D plot. On one hand, the sign of λ2, the second

largest eigenvalue of the electron-density Hessian matrix, allows us to know the nature of this interaction and on the other hand, the electron

density, the interaction strength. Then, the 3D plotting of sign(λ2)ρ on an isosurface of the reduced density gradient renders possible defining

regions of different noncovalent nature. The plotting of 3D isosurfaces for Δρ function was performed employing the VESTA3 code[44] and that

for NCI index by the VMD code.[45] Vibrational normal modes visualization was performed employing the Jmol code.[46]

3 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 | The free neutral dopamine and zwitterionic dopamine species

The main geometrical parameters of DA neutral and zwitterionic forms have been evaluated taking into account the free molecule species as a

reference for the adsorbed forms detailed in subsequent sections. Figure 1 shows the optimized geometries schemes for free dopamine species

considered in the present work.

FIGURE 1 Schemes of the optimized geometries for free dopamine species considered: A, trans-conformer of neutral dopamine, NDA, B, trans-

conformer of zwitterionic dopamine, ZDA, and C, gauche-conformer of zwitterionic dopamine, G-ZDA. Carbon atoms: Brown balls, oxygen
atoms: Red balls, nitrogen atom: Light blue ball, hydrogen atoms: Small white balls. The total electronic energy value has been reported at the foot
of each scheme
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The DA molecule neutral form, whose semistructural formula is C6H3(OH)2-CH2-CH2-NH2, shows conformational isomerism owing to the

presence of several internal rotation axes. In particular, taking into account the rotation around the C2-C1 axis, the isomer shown in Figure 1 for

NDA corresponds to a trans-conformer, with the C3-C2-C1-N dihedral angle nearly zero. The other possibility, with this angle having �180�,

gives a gauche-conformer. These two isomers differ by 0.05 eV or less.[47,48] The dopamine zwitterionic form, whose semistructural formula is

C6H3O(OH)-CH2-CH2-NH3, can show both conformational isomerism and configurational isomerism because of the substituents positions on the

aromatic ring. More specifically, the OH group can be in metha or para-position with respect to the CH2-CH2-NH3 group. The isomer shown in

panel (b) of Figure 1 for ZDA corresponds to a trans-conformer, with the OH in para-position. Earlier calculations for the zwitterionic form of DA

indicate that this isomer is more stable (by less than 0.01 eV) than the case with the OH in metha-position.[47,48] ZDA gauche-conformer reactiv-

ity will be considered particularly in section 3.3.

Table S1 in Supporting Information shows the most relevant interatomic distances and bonding angles for the NHn and CH2NHn (n = 2, 3)

groups obtained after geometry optimization with the VASP code. The corresponding total electronic energies for NDA and ZDA have been also

reported in Figure 1. Notice that free NDA is 1.016 eV more stable than free ZDA, in agreement with previous calculations,[48] where the differ-

ence between respective ground states is even larger, about 2.3 eV. These results are compared in the same Supporting Information Table S1 with

those obtained with the G03 code, as well as with the experimental data available from XRD experiments for dopamine hydrochloride, where

dopamine adopts a cationic DA+ form.[49] The interatomic distances values for NDA and ZDA differ by less than 0.01 Å mostly, comparing both

theoretical methods. The bond angles considered differ by a mean of 0.9�. The dihedral angle C4-C3-C2-C1 which accounts the rotation of amine

group with respect the aromatic plane differs by a mean of 1.7�. The comparison with the geometric parameters obtained from XRD data from

Ref. [49] indicates that the experimental N-C1 and C1-C2 distances are longer and shorter than the theoretical ones obtained for NDA with

VASP, respectively, by about 0.5 Å. The other distances agree by about 0.2 Å. Conversely, the value of experimental N-C1 and C5-C6 distances

for ZDA is shorter and the C5-O1 distance longer than the theoretical value, by about 0.6 Å. The other distances agree by about 0.2 Å. Therefore,

we note that a very reasonable NDA and ZDA geometries description can be attained using the VASP code which is consistent with both a molec-

ular orbital method based on a localized basis set as G03 and the available experimental DA molecule data.

3.2 | Neutral dopamine species adsorbed on Ag surfaces

3.2.1 | Energetic and geometric results of NDA/Ag system

The configurations schematized in Figure 2 were considered to study the NDA molecule adsorption on Ag(110) and Ag(111). In these stacking

geometries, named as S-110-a and S-110-b for Ag(110) and S-111 for Ag(111), the NDA molecule is placed initially parallel to the silver surface.

The axis passing through atoms C3 and C6 of DA ring, which will be designated as the NDA-longitudinal-axis, is oriented along the [100] and

[−110] directions, in the case of S-110-a and S-110-b adsorption modes on the Ag(110) surface, respectively. Figure 2 schemes are those

obtained after optimization, with the ethylamine group oriented toward the vacuum.

The adsorption energy values, computed as described in section 2, and the most relevant geometrical parameters are shown in Table 1. The

corresponding total electronic energies and the most visualizable heights of NDA atoms have also been reported in Figure 2. Notice that for all

the geometries studied the adsorption is an exothermic process. The Eads magnitude is in the 1.27-1.51 eV range and different adsorption sites

follow the S-111 > S-110-b > S-110-a stability order. The remark that the (111) surface is more favorable than the (110) one can be related to

the larger coordination number of exposed Ag atoms. The hC3 height, which can be taken as a measure of the distance between the NDA aro-

matic ring and the Ag surface, is in the 2.5-2.9 Å range and follows the S-111 > S-110-a > S-110-b height order. These values can be compared

FIGURE 2 Optimized geometries for NDA/Ag(110) and NDA/Ag(111) systems: A, NDA/Ag(110) S-110-a mode, B, NDA/Ag(110) S-110-b

mode, C, NDA/Ag(111) S-111 mode. Top and lateral views are shown. Silver atoms: Gray balls, carbon atoms: Brown balls, oxygen atoms: Red
balls, nitrogen atom: Light blue ball, hydrogen atoms: Small white balls. The most visualizable heights of NDA atoms measured from the Ag first
layer are included. The asterisk (*) corresponds to the height of C3 atom. The total electronic energy value has been reported at the foot of each
system
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to those corresponding to the adsorption of a molecule with aromatic structure and an amino-like substituent such as NN-dimethylaniline

adsorbed on Ag(111)[50] where an Eads value of −1.15 eV and a molecule-surface distance of 2.87 Å were obtained for a stacking configuration. In

another comparison, the aromatic nucleobase adenine adsorbed on Ag(110) exhibits an Eads value of −0.32 eV and a molecule-surface distance of

2.57-2.63 Å also for a stacking configuration.[51]

The O1 and O2 atoms heights (hO1 and hO2, respectively) are both in the range 2.6-2.9 Å for the three adsorption modes. Conversely, the N

atom height (hN) and that of the hydrogen atom pertaining to O1-H hydroxyl group (hH1) for the S-110-b mode are up to 1.2 Å and 0.6 Å smaller,

respectively, than the values for the S-110-a and S-111 sites. The hN value for the S-110-b mode can be related to a tilt of about 3� undergone

by the NDA-longitudinal-axis which carries the ethylamine group toward the Ag surface. Besides, the fact that the S-110-b adsorption mode is

more favored than the S-110-a is congruent with a lower hC3 height. The shortest interatomic distances between adsorbate and substrate atoms

are for H-Ag (with H atom of methylene group of ethylamine substituent), C4-Ag, and H-Ag (with H atom of hydroxyl group in metha-position)

bonds for S-110-a, S-110-b, and S-111 sites, respectively. They are 0.62, 0.28, and 0.77 Å larger than the respective sum of covalent radii. Con-

cerning the adsorbed NDA internal angles, their values have also been summarized in Table 1, while the internal bonds have been reported in

Figure S1 of Supporting Information. In both cases, they are compared with the values for the free NDA molecule. We can observe that there are

only minor changes in NDA bond distances and the N-C1-C2 bond angle when this dopamine species is adsorbed on Ag. Conversely, a significant

change can be observed in the C4-C3-C2-C1 dihedral angle which decreases 14.7% in the S-110-b mode, in comparison to the other modes with

changes smaller than 5% in magnitude.

With the aim to analyze the effect of adsorption process on the adsorbate and substrate geometries, we can define the deformation energies

for adsorbate and substrate fragments, Edef/adsorbate and Edef/ substrate, respectively, as:

Edef=adsorbate ¼ Eadsorbate*−Eadsorbate ð4Þ

and

Edef=substrate ¼ Esubstrate*−Esubstrate ð5Þ

where Eadsorbate* and Esubstrate* account for the total energy of these fragments as free species, but with the geometries relaxed to the geometry

of the adsorbate/substrate system. The corresponding computed values are summarized in Table 1. We can observe that the total amount of

energy required to adapt the fragments to the adsorbed state can reach to 27% of the Eads magnitude. In particular for the S-110-a mode, the

energy required by Ag substrate deformation—about 20% of |Eads|—is much larger than that required by NDA molecule deformation. They are of

similar magnitude for S-110-b—10–17% of |Eads|—while for S-111 mode, both deformation energies are less than the 3% of |Eads|. The S-110-b

mode result can be associated with the above-commented tilt of about 3� undergone by the NDA-longitudinal-axis. NDA behavior on Ag(110)

contrasts to that obtained earlier for adenine on Ag(110), where Edef/adsorbate is much more significant than Edef/substrate. However, the Edef/adsorbate

TABLE 1 Calculated parameters for NDA/Ag(110) and NDA/Ag(111) systems and different adsorption modes considered

NDA/Ag(110) NDA/Ag(111)

S-110-a S-110-b S-111

Eads (eV) −1.272 −1.489 −1.515

Eads/VDW (eV) −1.591 −1.990 −1.735

Eads/GGA (eV) 0.319 0.510 0.220

Edef/NDA (eV) 0.037 0.155 0.046

Edef/Ag (eV) 0.262 0.254 0.019

hN (Å) 4.37 3.16 4.48

hC3 (Å) 2.69 2.52 2.92

hO1 (Å) 2.76 2.64 2.96

hO2 (Å) 2.65 2.82 2.94

hH1 (Å)
a 2.41 1.84 2.37

N-C1-C2 (�)
(115.41)b

115.34 114.01 114.79

C4-C3-C2-C1 (�)
(86.98)b

87.95 74.17 91.32

QNDA(e) 0.237 0.224 0.168

QAg(e) −0.237 −0.224 −0.168

a H1 corresponds to the H atom of O1H hydroxyl group.
b Between brackets, the value for free NDA.
Energetic parameters: Adsorption energy (Eads), vdW contribution to Eads (Eads/VDW), standard exchange and correlation contribution to Eads (Eads/GGA),
adsorbate deformation energy (Edef/adsorbate), substrate deformation energy (Edef/substrate); main geometrical parameters: NDA atoms heights measured from
the Ag first layer, bond and dihedral angles of NDA; fragment charges of NDA (QNDA) and substrate (QAg).
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values for adenine on Ag(110)[51] and DNA nucleosides on Au(100),[52] which are up to 10% and 20% of |Eads|, respectively, can be considered

analogous to our results.

The contribution of vdW-like dispersive interactions to the adsorption energy can be evaluated by DFT-D2 method. This contribution is des-

ignated in Table 1 as Eads/VDW. The non-vdW contribution from the standard exchange and correlation interactions is named as Eads/GGA. From

the values summarized in Table 1, we can observe that the first contribution is in the range of −1.59 to −1.99 eV, while the second contribution

is in the range of 0.22 to 0.51 eV for the three adsorption sites considered. Therefore, the electronic contribution is repulsive and NDA to Ag

binding is mainly due to attractive dispersive interactions. This remark was outlined before for NDA adsorption on graphene[53] and for adenine

on graphene,[54] which was attributed to the fact that at adsorbate-substrate distances less than 3 Å, the kinetic energy contribution to the energy

of single-particle Kohn–Sham orbitals is more relevant than the attractive contribution due to electronic exchange and correlation effects. Con-

versely, the presence of attractive interactions in the non-vdW contribution cannot be discarded for the NDA/Ag system, as it was explained for

the case of adenine adsorption on Cu(110), where the binding was attributed to an ionic interaction between adsorbate and substrate.[55] Besides,

an interesting comparison can be made between the results for adsorption modes S-110-a and S-111. Notice that the larger Eads magnitude for

the second site is obtained as a consequence of the concertation of a smaller magnitude (by 0.25 eV) of Eads/VDW, an attractive term, and an even

smaller magnitude (by 0.29 eV) of Eads/GGA, a repulsive term. The two last facts can be related with the higher (by 0.1-0.4 Å) values for hC1, hO1,

and hO2 heights obtained for the S-111 mode.

3.2.2 | Electronic structure analysis of NDA/Ag system

For the purpose of studying a possible charge transfer between adsorbate and substrate, the electronic charge density difference, Δρ, of the

NDA/Ag system was calculated with respect to the isolated fragments constituted by the NDA molecule and the Ag substrate. Figure 3 shows

the Δρ distribution corresponding to the three adsorption sites considered. We can notice that an electron charge density redistribution takes

place with an increase (blue color) in the region near to the substrate first plane and a decrease (red color) in the region occupied by the NDA mol-

ecule. To quantify this effect a DDEC6 atomic-charge analysis was performed.[41] The net charge corresponding to the NDA and Ag fragments of

a unit cell are summarized in Table 1. We can observe that an electron charge transfer of 0.17-0.24e takes place from the NDA molecule to the

Ag surface, in agreement with the results for Δρ, allowing the formation of some attractive ionic interaction between adsorbate and substrate. A

similar observation was reported for the adenine adsorption on Ag(110)[51] and NN-dimethylaniline on Ag(111).[50] In the latter system, the avail-

ability of an aromatic ring to give electron charge was related to the fact that the N(CH3)2 group is a strong activating substituent of benzene. In

the case of NDA, the ethylamine group acts at least as a medium strength activating substituent of the NDA aromatic ring.

To analyze the electronic structure inherent to the NDA/Ag system, we proceeded to calculate the PDOS on specific unit cell fragments.

Figure 4 shows the PDOS on NDA and the first layer of Ag(110). Two scenarios are compared; namely, NDA placed far apart from Ag(110) sur-

face; that is, in a situation with quasi no interaction between adsorbate and substrate, and NDA adsorbed on Ag(110) in the S-110-a mode. On

NDA adsorption the main PDOS constituent on the first layer of Ag(110), that is, the Ag d-band, does not show any appreciable modification on

its profile. Therefore, we can expect that no relevant coupling is established between the Ag d-orbitals and NDA atomic orbitals and that no evi-

dent covalent interactions are present between adsorbate and substrate. Conversely, the different peaks corresponding to occupied NDA molecu-

lar orbitals move to greater binding energies. Indeed, the selected NDA levels designed as (i) and (ii) in Figure 4 show a shift from −0.70 to

−0.74 eV to lower energies measured with respect to the Fermi level. This result can be rationalized with the presence of a positive charged

region on the NDA molecule that stabilizes NDA energy levels and correlates with the above comment of an electron charge transfer from adsor-

bate to substrate.

NCI analysis was performed for this system taking into account the role noncovalent interactions could play on NDA/Ag. Figure 5 shows the

2D NCI-plots for NDA/Ag in the S-110-b and S-111 adsorption modes, calculated with the charge density coming from the DFT-D2 method. The

appearance of a steep peak for negative and near zero values of sign(λ2)ρ as well as a bulky peak around −0.025 a.u. are evidence for the presence

of attractive interactions of noncovalent nature. While the steep peak is more proper of van der Waals interactions, the second supports the

FIGURE 3 Charge density difference (Δρ) plots for NDA adsorbed on Ag: A, NDA/Ag(110) S-110-a mode, B, NDA/Ag(110) S-110-b mode, C,

NDA/Ag(111) S-111 mode. Isosurfaces corresponding to Δρ = �8.10−5 bhor−3 are depicted. Blue regions show electron charge accumulation;
red regions, electron charge loss. Ball colors for atoms as in Figure 2
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formation of stronger bonding.[43] Nevertheless, part of this feature comes from noncovalent interactions established between Ag atoms, as it is

shown in the NCI analysis of naked Ag substrate displayed in Figure S3 of Supporting Information.

Looking at the 3D plot for negative values of λ2 displayed in Figure 5 for the case of NDA adsorbed in the S-110-b mode of Ag(110) surface,

we note the presence of green color regions associated with van der Waals interactions and light blue color ones associated to the aforemen-

tioned stronger noncovalent interactions. Conversely, the regions associated with van der Waals interactions are less defined and smaller in size

FIGURE 4 Electronic projected-DOS on the NDA molecule (NDA) and on the first Ag layer (Ag) of NDA/Ag(110) system: A, NDA molecule

placed far from Ag(110), B, NDA molecule adsorbed on Ag(110) in S-110-a mode. The insets (i), on the left, and (ii), on the right, display the
electronic charge density (ρ) isosurfaces (5.10−5 bhor−3) for selected levels of NDA, respectively. The corresponding energy eigenvalues are also
indicated. The calculations of ρ were performed at the Γpoint

FIGURE 5 2D (left panel) and 3D (right panel, perspective view) NCI plots for NDA adsorbed on Ag: A, NDA/Ag(110) S-110-b mode, B, NDA/Ag

(111) S-111 mode. 3D NCI isosurfaces correspond to s = 0.25 and a color scale of −0.1 ≤ sign(λ2)ρ ≤ 0 bhor−3
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for the case of NDA adsorbed in the S-111 mode of Ag(111) surface, this observation being in agreement with the above comment on the com-

parative smaller Eads/VDW magnitude.

3.2.3 | General discussion on the NDA/Ag system

From the above results we notice that there is a straight correlation between the Ag surface coordination number and DA adsorption energy mag-

nitude; the more compact exposed plain (111) showing the largest value. Conversely, for DA adsorbed on the (110) plane, there is also a depen-

dence on the DA molecule orientation along the surface; the [−110] direction being the most favored. In the latter case—the S-110-b mode—the

internal C4-C3-C2-C1 dihedral angle suffers an important distortion. Compared with other aromatic molecules adsorbed on noble metals, the

adsorption energy magnitude is larger while the distance of aromatic ring to the surface plane is similar. The interatomic distances between the

adsorbate and substrate are compatible with the presence of noncovalent interactions; therefore, in principle, it can be argued that a large part of

the binding comes from this source. The analysis accomplished on different energy contributions and on electronic structure properties allowed

us to quantify and identify the different contributions. Indeed, EVDW contribution is essential to define the stability on the three surfaces consid-

ered. Nevertheless, besides the large charge redistribution, a net electron transfer is produced from DA to Ag, causing a shift in DA levels. There-

fore, an ionic interaction is also present which counteracts partially the repulsive contributions to EGGA due to DA closed valence shells.

Conversely, the noncovalent interactions of dispersive nature can be localized mainly between the aromatic ring and Ag substrate atoms, rather

than between the ethylamine group and Ag substrate atoms.

3.3 | Zwitterionic dopamine species adsorbed on Ag surfaces

3.3.1 | Energetic and geometric results of ZDA/Ag system

With the aim to study the ZDA molecule adsorption on Ag(110) and Ag(111), the configurations schematized in Figures 6 and 7 were considered,

respectively. These figures schemes were obtained after optimization for each of the adsorption modes. As the zwitterionic DA species is a dipolar

ion, we were interested in studying adsorption configurations where both dipoles are near the Ag surface and those where only one of the ZDA

electric charges, positive or negative, is near the substrate. In the stacking configurations named as S-110-a and S-110-b for Ag(110) and S-111

for Ag(111), the ZDA molecule is placed initially parallel to the silver surface. They are similar to the stacking configurations for the neutral DA

species. In the perpendicular configurations, the axis passing through the ethylamine group of ZDA ring and the hydroxyl group in para-position

of this same ring, which will be designated by ZDA-longitudinal-axis, is oriented initially normally to the Ag surface. There are two perpendicular

orientations, perpendicular-ethylamine (ea) and perpendicular-hydroxyl (oh). In the first case, the ethylamine group is oriented toward the Ag sur-

face, whereas in the second case, the hydroxyl group is oriented toward the surface. These orientations are named P-110-ea and P-110-oh,

respectively, for Ag(110) and P-111-ea and P-111-oh, respectively, for Ag(111). Figure 7 shows that the ZDA hydroxyl group adopts finally a

metha-position with respect to the amino group in the case of the P-111-oh mode, unlike other adsorption modes where the initial para-position

is preserved.

Adsorption energy values computed as described in section 2 and the most relevant geometrical parameters are shown in Table 2. The corre-

sponding total electronic energies and the most visualizable ZDA atoms heights have also been reported in Figures 6 and 7. We highlight that for

all the geometries studied, the adsorption is an exothermic process. Eads magnitude for the stacking modes is in the 2.76-3.08 eV range, that is,

about 1.5 eV larger than the results for NDA adsorbed on the same sites. Moreover, these adsorption sites follow the S-111 > S-110-a > S-

100-b stability order, similarly to NDA/Ag case, favoring the adsorption mode on the Ag(111) surface, where the exposed Ag atoms have larger

FIGURE 6 Optimized geometries for ZDA/Ag(110) system: A, ZDA/Ag(110) S-110-a mode, B, ZDA/Ag(110) S-110-b mode, C, ZDA/Ag(110) P-

110-ea mode, D, ZDA/Ag(110) P-110-oh mode. Top and lateral views are shown. Silver atoms: Gray balls, carbon atoms: Brown balls, oxygen
atoms: Red balls, nitrogen atom: Light blue ball, hydrogen atoms: Small white balls. The most visualizable heights of NDA atoms measured from
the Ag first layer are included. The asterisk (*) corresponds to the height of C3 atom. The total electronic energy value has been reported at the
foot of each system
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coordination number than those of Ag(110) surface. It is noteworthy that compared with NDA, the highest ZDA reactivity against the Ag surface

goes in the opposite direction to the relative stability of these dopamine species in the gas phase, where the NDA molecule is more favored by

nearly 1 eV.

Eads magnitude for perpendicular modes of adsorbed ZDA is in the 0.46-1.24 eV range, that is, about 2.1 eV smaller than the results for stack-

ing sites. The corresponding P-111-ea > P-110-ea > P-111-oh > P-110-oh stability order shows that besides the favoring effect due to the coor-

dination number of exposed Ag atoms, ZDA molecule prefers to link to Ag through the amino group instead of through the hydroxyl. This

preference of ea-modes over oh-modes—by 0.3-0.6 eV—is in line with a recent experimental study concerning the detection of dopamine based

on cross-linking Au nanoparticles aggregation[13] which would be induced by hydrogen bonding between dopamine molecules hydroxyls with a

simultaneous dopamine molecule anchoring to the Au surface via amino groups.

The shortest interatomic distances between atoms of adsorbate and substrate for S-110-a, S-110-b, and S-111 sites are for the O1-Ag,

O1-Ag, and H-Ag (with H atom of amino group of ethylamine substituent) bonds, respectively. They are 0.02, 0.06, and 0.44 Å larger than the

respective sum of covalent radii. Besides, the O1-Ag bond of S-111 site is 0.26 Å larger. C3 atom height for the adsorbed ZDA stacking modes is

in the 2.5-3.0 Å range and follows the S-111 > S-110-b > S-110-a height order. In this sense, the behavior of Ag(111) surface is analogous to that

FIGURE 7 Optimized geometries for ZDA/Ag(111) system: A, ZDA/Ag(111) S-111-mode, B, ZDA/Ag(111) P-111-ea mode, C, ZDA/Ag(111) P-

111-oh mode. Top and lateral views are shown. Silver atoms: Gray balls, carbon atoms: Brown balls, oxygen atoms: Red balls, nitrogen atom: Light
blue ball, hydrogen atoms: Small white balls. The most visualizable heights of NDA atoms measured from the Ag first layer are included. The
asterisk (*) corresponds to the height of C3 atom. The total electronic energy value has been reported at the foot of each system

TABLE 2 Calculated parameters for ZDA/Ag(110) and ZDA/Ag(111) systems and different adsorption modes considered

ZDA/Ag(110) ZDA/Ag(111)

S-110-a S-110-b P-110-ea P-110-oh S-111 P-111-ea P-111-oh

Eads (eV) −2.860 −2.755 −1.075 −0.456 −3.080 −1.238 −0.899

Eads/VDW (eV) −2.332 −2.350 −0.780 −1.106 −2.729 −0.524 −0.800

Eads/GGA (eV) −0.528 −0.405 −0.295 0.701 −0.352 −0.714 0.099

Edef/ZDA (eV) 0.088 0.219 0.632 0.751 0.050 0.652 0.841

Edef/Ag (eV) 0.411 0.385 0.265 0.413 0.019 0.027 0.113

hN (Å) 2.50 2.75 2.26 9.67 3.00 2.87 9.28

hC (Å)a 2.52 2.63 5.54 3.22 2.97 6.28 2.84

hO (Å)b 2.32 2.09 9.90 2.26 2.22 10.73 1.52

hH (Å)c 2.76 2.67 1.73 1.38 2.65 2.38 2.12

C2-C1-N (�)
(111.13)d

106.86 109.38 110.57 111.34 110.32 109.95 111.42

C4-C3-C2-C1 (�)
(94.17)d

55.98 41.72 86.82 99.99 −171.46 88.68 83.54

QZDA (e) 0.300 0.331 0.378 0.045 0.304 0.433 0.170

QAg (e) −0.300 −0.331 −0.378 −0.045 −0.304 −0.433 −0.170

a C3 carbon atom of ZDA ring for stacking and perpendicular-ea sites, C6 carbon atom for perpendicular-oh sites.
b O1 atom of ZDA for all sites, except the P-111-oh, where the O2 atom was considered.
c Hydrogen atom of ZDA nearest to the surface.
d Between brackets, the value for free ZDA.
Energetic parameters: Adsorption energy (Eads), vdW contribution to Eads (Eads/VDW), standard exchange and correlation contribution to Eads (Eads/GGA),
adsorbate deformation energy (Edef/adsorbate), substrate deformation energy (Edef/substrate); main geometrical parameters: ZDA atoms heights measured from
the Ag first layer, bond and dihedral angles of ZDA; fragment charges of ZDA (QZDA) and substrate (QAg).
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obtained for adsorbed NDA. Conversely, N atom height for all the stacking modes is 0.41-1.87 Å lower than that for the same sites of NDA/Ag

system, indicating that the ZDA molecule becomes largely deformed in comparison with the NDA molecule because of a reorientation of ethyla-

mine group, as it will be discussed later. Consequently, amino N atom and aromatic C3 atom heights are very similar (see Figures 6 and 7). Besides,

note that O1 atom height for ZDA molecule adsorbed on S-110-b and S-111 sites is 0.7-0.8 Å lower than that of C3 atom. This observation can

be associated to the fact that the ZDA ring exhibits noncoplanarity for this molecule adsorbed on S-110-b and S-111 sites. Two axes contained in

the ZDA aromatic plane were considered to describe this geometrical remark. One is the above-described ZDA-longitudinal-axis passing through

C3 and C6 atoms, and the other is an axis perpendicular to the former, passing through C5 and C7 atoms. Thus, we can see that the ZDA ring

rotates clockwise by about 9� and 12� around the C3-C6 axis, for S-110-b and S-111 sites, respectively, compared with the S-110-a site, with a

rotation of only 2�. Likewise, the ZDA ring plane rotates by about −11� around the other C5-C7 axis for the S-111 site, compared with S-110-a

and S-110-b sites, where a counterclockwise rotation of 3�-4� was obtained.

The shortest interatomic distances between adsorbate and substrate atoms for P-110-ea and P-111-ea sites are for the H-Ag (with H atom

of amino group of ethylamine substituent) bond, while for P-110-oh and P-111-oh sites, they are for the O1-Ag and O2-Ag bonds, respectively.

They are 0.71, 0.70, 0.08, and 0.14 Å larger than the respective sum of covalent radii. N atom height of amino group for the P-110-ea mode is

0.61 Å lower than that for the P-111-ea mode because the former surface is more open, allowing a nearer approach of ZDA molecule to the sur-

face. This is also valid when we compare the O1 atom heights for the P-110-oh and P-111-oh modes, the former being 0.79 Å lower than the lat-

ter; in addition, for P-111-oh, the hydroxyl change from para- to metha-position makes the O2 atom the nearest to the surface. ZDA adsorption

in the P-110-oh mode on the Ag(110) surface exhibits a remarkably tilting of 25.4�, a not observed behavior in other perpendicular modes.

Table 2 summarizes the values of the internal adsorbed ZDA angles, while Figure S2 and Table S2 of Supporting Information report the inter-

nal bonds. In all cases, they are compared with the values for the free ZDA molecule. We can observe that the C-C bonds of the aromatic and

those of ethylamine substituent show minor changes. The C5-O1 and C6-O2 bonds shorten by 2.3% in the perpendicular-ea sites, whereas they

stretch up to 2.0% in perpendicular-oh sites. The C1-N bond is the most affected: it shortens up to 3.8% in the stacking and perpendicular-ea

sites, but to a lower degree, 1.9%, in the perpendicular-oh sites. Systematically the O-H bond shortens by up to 0.03 Å and at least one N-H bond

of ammonium group stretches by about 0.02 Å, for all adsorption configurations considered. Larger changes are suffered by the C4-C3-C2-C1

dihedral angle for the stacking modes. The phenylamine substituent undergoes a 38�-52� counterclockwise rotation for S-110-a and S-110-b, and

a 94.37� clockwise rotation for S-111. As a consequence, in the last case the two methylene groups of phenylamine become placed approximately

in the same plane corresponding to the ZDA aromatic ring. The C4-C3-C2-C1 dihedral angle for the perpendicular modes shows changes from

−11.3 to 6.2% in magnitude. The modifications undergone by the N-C1-C2 bond angle are in general less than 1.6% in magnitude, except for the

S-110-a site, where it decreases 3.8%.

An interesting question arises in relation to the reactivity of ZDA gauche-conformer versus that of the trans-conformer. In the gas phase, the

former isomer becomes more stable than the latter.[48] In addition, the amine group is oriented toward the aromatic ring which could have an

important influence on adsorption behavior. From now on, the ZDA gauche-conformer will be named as G-ZDA, whereas the trans-conformer will

be identified ZDA, as previously named. In Figure 1, the scheme of the optimized geometry for free G-ZDA and its total electronic energy value

are shown. Notice that using the DFT-D2 method the free G-ZDA conformer is 0.582 eV more stable than the free trans-conformer ZDA, in

agreement with a previous result.[33] Table 3 summarizes the adsorption energy values, computed as described in section 2, those of the total

electronic energy and the selected geometric parameters values for prominent G-ZDA adsorption modes. For the present discussion, the stacking

S-110-a and S-111 and the perpendicular P-110-ea and P-111-ea modes were considered; in the latter two modes, the OH group is oriented

toward the vacuum. For the sake of comparison, the same Table 3 also shows the corresponding values for adsorbed ZDA (trans-conformer). We

can observe that in the case of stacking sites the Eads magnitude for the G-ZDA isomer is 1-1.5 eV smaller than that for the ZDA isomer, while in

the case of perpendicular sites, it is 0.5-0.6 eV smaller. The larger difference obtained for the former sites points out that the availability of amino

group to interact with the Ag surface is an important factor to explain the higher reactivity of trans-conformer, at least in the case of stacking

adsorption modes.

Notice that the total electronic energy of G-ZDA/Ag systems for the perpendicular sites is more negative than that of ZDA/Ag systems.

Instead, the total electronic energy of ZDA/Ag systems becomes more negative for the stacking sites, in correspondence with the fact that for

the latter sites the interaction between ZDA and Ag substrate is more significant than that between G-ZDA and Ag substrate. The N atom height

is larger for G-ZDA/Ag systems, compared with ZDA/Ag, in agreement with the smaller Eads magnitude. Conversely, the C3 atom of the aromatic

ring for perpendicular-ea sites of G-ZDA/Ag system is nearer to the Ag surface due to the different amino group orientation with respect to this

ring. The interatomic distance between H atom of the amino group and C4 atom in G-ZDA aromatic ring for the free species, 1.8 Å, indicates the

formation of an intramolecular hydrogen bond; this bond weakens on adsorption, becoming stretched to 2-2.2 Å. The C4-C3-C2-C1 dihedral

angle of G-ZDA distorts in -20� for the S-110-a adsorption mode and in the -3� to -8� range for the other modes. The C3-C2-C1-N dihedral angle

of G-ZDA distorts in the 10� to 21� range.

The deformation energies Edef/adsorbate and Edef/substrate for ZDA/Ag systems are summarized in Table 2. We can observe that for the stacking

modes the total amount of deformation energy can reach up to 22% of the Eads magnitude, with a relative relevance for each contribution which

is similar to that afore-attained for NDA/Ag. Conversely, the sum of these deformation energies can reach up to 55-83% of |Eads| for the perpen-

dicular P-110-ea and P-111-ea modes, or be slightly larger (by a 1.06 factor) or much larger (by a 2.55 factor) than |Eads| for the P-110-oh and P-

111-oh modes, respectively. Moreover, these energies can even represent a non-negligible fraction of the binding energy per atom for ZDA
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molecule and of the cohesive energy per atom for Ag substrate. In other words, in the case of perpendicular modes both adsorbate and substrate

are subject to a large strain due to the adsorption process. The origin of this behavior will be discussed later on.

Eads/VDW and Eads/GGA contributions to the adsorption energy for different ZDA/systems, computed according to Equations (4) and (5), are

summarized in Table 2. We note that the van der Waals contribution is in the −2.33 to −2.73 eV range for the stacking modes and in the −0.52

to −1.11 eV range for the perpendicular ones. In particular the perpendicular-oh modes are about 0.3 eV more negative than the perpendicular-

ea ones. The non-vdW contribution, Eads/GGA, is negative (ie, attractive), in the −0.29 to −0.71 eV range, for the majority of sites except for the P-

110-oh and P-111-oh sites, where this contribution is positive (ie, repulsive), in the 0.10 to 0.70 eV range. This behavior contrasts to that

obtained for NDA/Ag, where a repulsive Eads/GGA contribution is present for the same adsorption modes. In addition, the Eads larger magnitude

for S-111 mode, compared with S-110-a and S-110-b modes, comes mainly from its larger |Eads/VDW| value, compensating the smaller |Eads/

GGA| one.

3.3.2 | Electronic structure analysis of ZDA/Ag system

In Figure 8, the electronic charge density difference, Δρ, of ZDA/Ag systems is displayed. Looking at the results for different modes, we note that

a rearrangement of the electron charge density takes place, with an increase in the region near to the substrate first plane and a decrease in the

region occupied by the ZDA molecule. This observation is similar to that outlined above for NDA/Ag systems, but more noticeable. The excep-

tions are the P-110-oh and P-111-oh sites, where these regions appear more mixed. The quantification of this effect is given in Table 2 where the

net charge of ZDA and Ag fragments of a unit cell are summarized. They were computed according to the DDEC6 analysis.[41] We can see that in

general an electron charge transfer of 0.30-0.43e from ZDA molecule to Ag surface is produced, except for the P-110-oh and P-111-oh sites,

where the electron transfer is of 0.04-0.17e, respectively. Both observations are in agreement with the Δρ plots aforementioned and allow us to

infer that an attractive ionic interaction between adsorbate and substrate is present in most of the adsorption modes. The transfer for ZDA

adsorbed on stacking modes is 0.13-0.19e greater than that found for NDA/Ag. It is worth mentioning that according to the reasoning of Ref.

[50] for NN-dimethylaniline adsorbed on Ag(111) and taking into account that the ethylammonium (CH2)2NH3 group is a stronger activating ben-

zene substituent than the ethylamine (CH2)2NH2 group, a larger electron transfer should be expected to take place from ZDA to the substrate,

compared with NDA.

In addition to this rearrangement of electron charge, an important Ag surface polarization should be expected when the NH3
+ and O−-

substituents of dipolar ZDA molecule are near to this Ag surface in the perpendicular adsorption modes. Indeed, the DDEC6 atomic charges of

the three H atoms of NH3
+ and their nearest Ag atoms for the perpendicular-ethylamine sites are in the 0.25 to 0.28e and −0.09 to −0.12e

ranges, respectively (0.35e and 0.00e are the values for the respective separated fragments); and the DDEC6 atomic charges of the O−-

substituent and its nearest Ag atoms for the perpendicular-hydroxyl sites are in the −0.40 to −0.43e and 0.08 to 0.15e ranges, respectively

(−0.63e and 0.00e are the values for the respective separated fragments). To compute the electrostatic energy associated with these local polar-

ized charges, Eelec/loc, we considered punctual charges centered on each atom. Although this way of calculation is a rather crude approximation to

TABLE 3 Calculated of G-ZDA/Ag(110) and G-ZDA/Ag(111) systems for most prominent adsorption modes of adsorbed G-ZDA

(gauche-conformer)

G-ZDA/Ag(110) G-ZDA/Ag(111)

S-110-a P-110-ea S-111 P-111-ea

Eads (eV) −1.864
(−2.860)

−0.699
(−1.075)

−1.689
(−3.080)

−0.735
(−1.238)

Eadsorbate/substrate (eV) −305.486
(−305.900)

−304.321
(−304.115)

−326.185
(−326.994)

−325.232
(−25.152)

hN (Å) 4.63
(2.50)

3.24
(2.26)

5.30
(3.00)

4.29
(2.87)

hC (Å)a 3.04
(2.52)

4.26
(5.54)

2.76
(2.97)

4.52
(6.28)

hH (Å)b 2.79
(2.76)

1.43
(1.73)

2.75
(4.43)

2.37
(2.38)

dCH
[1.84]c,d

2.06 2.24 2.16 2.00

C4-C3-C2-C1 [59.96] (�)d 39.72
(55.98)

54.92
(86.82)

56.38
(−171.46)

51.75
(88.68)

C3-C2-C1-N
[18.12] (�)d

39.38
(−169.30)

37.99
(−178.21)

33.33
(164.25)

27.89
(−176.75)

a Height of C3 atom of G-ZDA measured from the Ag first layer.
b Height of H atom of G-ZDA nearest to the surface, measured from the Ag first layer.
c Inter-atomic distance between H atom of amino group and C4 atom in G-ZDA aromatic ring.
d Between square brackets, the value for free G-ZDA.
Energetic parameters: Adsorption energy (Eads), total electronic energy for adsorbate/substrate system (Eadsorbate/substrate); main geometrical parameters:
G-ZDA atoms heights measured from the Ag first layer, internal G-ZDA C-H bond, G-ZDA dihedral angles. For comparison, the values for adsorbed ZDA
(trans-conformer) are also shown between brackets.
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the actual Eelec/loc value, it provides an estimation of its role in the adsorption process. Following this procedure, we obtained Eelec/loc = −0.78 eV

and Eelec/loc = −0.54 eV, for the P-110-ea and P-111-ea sites, respectively; and Eelec/loc = −0.63 eV and Eelec/loc = −0.85 eV, for the P-110-oh and

P-111-oh sites, respectively. Eelec magnitude can be compared to the sum of deformation energies, Edef = Edef/adsorbate + Edef/substrate: Edef = 0.90 eV

and Edef = 0.68 eV, for the P-110-ea and P-111-ea sites, respectively; and Edef = 1.16 eV and Edef = 0.95 eV, for the P-110-oh and P-111-oh sites,

respectively. We notice that this local electrostatic energy counteracts a significant fraction of the total deformation energy, contributing to the

stabilization of perpendicular ZDA adsorption modes on Ag. The relevance of electrostatic interactions to account for the stabilization of adsorbed

molecules on metallic surfaces was earlier considered for adenine on Cu(110).[51]

The electronic structure inherent to the ZDA/Ag system was analyzed calculating the PDOS on specific fragments of the unit cell. Figure 9

shows the PDOS on ZDA and the first layer of Ag(110). Two scenarios are compared, ZDA placed far apart from Ag(110) surface and ZDA

adsorbed on Ag(110) in the S-110-a mode. Peaks corresponding to occupied molecular orbitals of ZDA move to greater binding energies. Indeed,

ZDA selected levels designed as (i), (ii), and (iii) in Figure 9 show shifts of −1.08 eV, −1.18 eV, and − 0.60 eV to lower energies, respectively.

These results can be associated to the presence of a positive charged region on the ZDA molecule that stabilizes the ZDA energy levels. A similar

result was commented above for NDA/Ag and correlates with an electron charge transfer from adsorbate to the substrate. It can be observed that

the Ag d-band is wider by about 0.25 eV on ZDA adsorption, with the presence of a broader feature in the middle of the band, at about −4.0 eV.

This remark is compatible with the establishment of a coupling between the Ag d-orbitals and ZDA atomic orbitals. As it is shown in the upper

panel of Figure 9, the set of levels for distant ZDA in the −5.76 to −3.54 eV range overlaps the bottom part of Ag d-band; therefore, in this situa-

tion a coupling between them and Ag d-band is to be expected. In fact, the electronic states of adsorbed ZDA in the −6.82 to −4.15 eV range,

which are 0.84 eV lower in energy, can be considered as the bonding counterparts of this orbital mixing. They show a larger broadening of

2.67 eV compared to 2.22 eV for distant ZDA. If we analyze the ZDA bonding to Ag from a frontier-orbital-way perspective and note that the

occupied orbitals of distant ZDA before adsorption are below the Ag Fermi level (see upper panel in Figure 9), we could say that this orbital mixing

would yield a two-orbital four-electron like interaction. The coupling antibonding component may rise above the Fermi level and give its electrons

to the metal surface, remaining the bonding combination filled. Therefore, the formation of an attractive interaction of covalent nature is expected

to be established between adsorbate and substrate.[56]

Figure 10 shows the 2D NCI-plots for ZDA/Ag in the S-110-a and S-111 adsorption modes calculated with the charge density coming from

the DFT-D2 method. We note the appearance of a somewhat steeped peak for negative and near zero values of sign(λ2)ρ and of a more bulky

peak around −0.025 a.u.

They are evidence for the presence of attractive interactions of noncovalent nature similar to those present in NDA/Ag. Furthermore, a

steeped peak around −0.050 a.u. for the S-111 adsorption mode is compatible with the formation of an even stronger attractive interaction of

this nature.[43] Looking at the 3D plots for negative values of λ2 displayed in Figure 10 for both S-110-a and S-111 sites, we note the presence of

green color regions associated with van der Waals interactions and light blue and blue colors regions which can be associated to the stronger non-

covalent interactions. In particular, the blue color region is localized between the O−-substituent and an Ag atom of the surface.

FIGURE 8 Charge density difference (Δρ) plots for ZDA adsorbed on Ag: A, ZDA/Ag(110) S-110-a mode, B, ZDA/Ag(110) S-110-b mode, C,

ZDA/Ag(110) S-110-ea mode, D, ZDA/Ag(110) P-110-oh mode, E, ZDA/Ag(111) S-111 mode, F, ZDA/Ag(111) P-111-ea mode, G, ZDA/Ag(111)
P-111-oh mode. Isosurfaces corresponding to Δρ = �8.10−5 bhor−3 are depicted. Blue regions show electron charge accumulation, and red
regions, electron charge loss. Ball colors for atoms as in Figure 7
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3.3.3 | General discussion on the ZDA/Ag system

Taking into account the results above commented, we observe that the ZDA adsorption stacking modes behave similarly as the DA stacking

modes in relation to the role played by the Ag surface coordination number. However, for ZDA adsorbed on the (110) plane, this molecule prefers

to be oriented along the [100] direction. The adsorption energy magnitude is significantly larger (by about 1.5 eV) than that for the DA molecule,

FIGURE 9 Electronic projected-DOS on the ZDA molecule (ZDA) and on the first Ag layer (Ag) of ZDA/Ag(110) system: A, ZDA molecule placed

far from Ag(110), B, ZDA molecule adsorbed on Ag(110) in S-110-a mode. The insets (i) to (iii) from the left to the right display the electronic
charge density (ρ) isosurfaces (5.10−5 bhor−3) for selected levels of ZDA, respectively. The corresponding energy eigenvalues are also indicated.
The horizontal bars denote the energy intervals −5.76 to −3.54 eV and − 6.82 to −4.15 eV of ZDA for cases (a) and (b), respectively. The
calculations of ρ were performed at the Γpoint

FIGURE 10 2D (left panel) and 3D (right panel, perspective view) NCI plots for ZDA adsorbed on Ag: A, ZDA/Ag(110) S-110-a mode, B, ZDA/Ag

(111) S-111 mode. 3D NCI isosurfaces correspond to s = 0.25 and a color scale of −0.1 ≤ sign(λ2)ρ ≤ 0 bhor−3
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presuming a more complex bonding mechanism. In comparison with DA/Ag where only the S-110-b mode was concerned, the internal

C4-C3-C2-C1 dihedral angle for the three stacking adsorption modes for ZDA/Ag suffers a significant distortion; hence, the ethylamine group

becomes reoriented toward the Ag surface and the molecule is largely deformed. The interatomic distances between the adsorbate and substrate

are compatible with some degree of covalent bonding, besides other possible bonding sources. As it was performed for NDA/Ag, the analysis

accomplished on different energy contributions and on electronic structure properties allowed us to quantify and identify these contributions.

EVDW contribution is negative, contrary to the results for NDA/Ag, indicating that this contribution adds to EVDW to define the ZDA stability on

the three surfaces considered. An electron transfer is produced from ZDA to Ag, whose magnitude is larger than that observed for DA/Ag, stating

that a stronger ionic interaction is present between adsorbate and substrate. Moreover the projected-LDOS curves reveal that ZDA levels couple

with the Ag-d band, giving rise to the system stabilization. Therefore, three sources of bonding have been identified for ZDA/Ag: ionic, covalent

and noncovalent. The last are of dispersive and even much stronger nature and localized between the atoms of the aromatic ring and its substitu-

ents, specially the amino group, and the Ag substrate atoms.

All of the perpendicular adsorption modes are less favored than the stacking modes (by about 2.1 eV), indicating that the stacking modes

would be the preferential modes on Ag nanoparticles. Nevertheless, they cannot be completely discarded in large coverage situations. In particu-

lar, the P-ea modes are more favored than the P-oh ones, in agreement with the formation of cross-linked noble metal nanoparticles. The aggrega-

tion of these nanoparticles would be induced by hydrogen bonding between the hydroxyls of dopamine molecules, with a simultaneous anchoring

of dopamine molecule to the metal surface via amino groups. Theoretically, the perpendicular orientations exhibit significant deformation energies

when compared with stacking modes. They particularly come from the substrate deformation and are counterbalanced by significant attractive

energies between the NH3
+ and O−-substituents of dipolar ZDA molecule and polarized surface Ag atoms.

It is noteworthy that ZDA as structural dopamine isomer is less stable than NDA in vacuum, but on adsorption on Ag, its bonding is stronger

than that of NDA. Parallel to this, the ZDA trans-conformer here designed directly as ZDA is also less stable than the gauche-conformer G-ZDA,

but on adsorption on Ag, its bonding is stronger than that of G-ZDA. In other words, in both cases, the most unfavored species in vacuum

becomes the more reactive with the Ag surface.

3.4 | The vibrational spectra of neutral and zwitterionic dopamine species

In this section, the calculated vibrational frequencies corresponding to NDA and ZDA molecules adsorbed on Ag surfaces are analyzed taking into

account the relevance of these values to interpret IR and Raman spectra and the interest to reveal the Ag substrate effect on free NDA and ZDA

vibrational frequencies.

In Table 4, the main vibrational frequency values corresponding to free and adsorbed NDA (S-110-a, S-110-b, and S-111 sites) are summa-

rized in decreasing order. All these results and other vibrational frequencies not reported here were obtained with the VASP code, considering

the adequate unit cell for each system. With the purpose of focusing on the most relevant frequencies from the experimental point of view,

the normal modes were selected taking into account the most relative intense transitions for the free molecule and the feasibility of their clas-

sification according to the standard bands for organic compounds.[59] This discrimination based on the intensity of vibrational frequencies was

performed considering the results provided by the Gaussian 03 code.[25] The results of VASP vibrational frequencies obtained for free neutral

dopamine have been compiled in the second column of Table 4. These frequencies can be compared to the available experimental values from

Refs. [57] and [58] in the sixth to eighth columns of the same table. We note that while the FT Raman results for O-H and H-N-H stretching

bands are about 300-400 cm−1 lower than the theoretical ones, the other measured bands are only up to 50 cm−1 lower. This observation

could be explained by the formation of hydrogen bonds between NDA molecules. The Ag substrate produces several modifications on NDA

vibrational frequencies. From Table 4, we notice that the O-H-para and O-H-metha stretching bands show large red shifts of 79-131 cm−1 and

121-400 cm−1, respectively, with respect to the free molecule; the largest one being that of S-110-b site, revealing that the O-H bonds

become weakened with respect to the free NDA molecule. These changes and those suffered by other bands are summarized systematically in

Table S3 of Supporting Information. For that purpose, mean vibrational frequency values of bands with the same normal mode assignment have

been calculated and reported as shifts with respect to the free molecule. Looking at Table S3, we notice that a new (< 1150 cm−1) CO stretch-

ing band redshifted by 126-147 cm−1 appears specifically for S-110-b and S-111 sites. The lowest (< 3000 cm−1) bands of methylene C-H

stretching and the symmetrical (> 1520 cm−1) bands of aromatic C-C stretching show smaller red shifts of up to 52 cm−1 and 75 cm−1, respec-

tively, for all NDA adsorption sites. Conversely, the ethyl C-C stretching normal mode of C2-C3 bond shows blue shifts of up to 61 cm−1, for

all adsorption sites.

In Table 5, the vibrational frequency values corresponding to free and several adsorbed ZDA geometries (S-110-a, P-110-ea, P-110-oh, S-

111, P-111-ea, and P-111-oh sites) are summarized in decreasing order. Comparing the results of vibrational frequencies obtained for free zwit-

terionic with those of neutral dopamine, we notice significant modifications. The following ZDA frequencies ordering: N-H stretching > O-H

stretching and methylene C-H stretching > aromatic C-H stretching is the inverse of that obtained for NDA. The O-H and N-H stretching frequen-

cies undergo red shifts of 700 and 70-80 cm−1 with respect to NDA, respectively. Conversely, one band of C-O-H bending and one of C-O

stretching undergo blue shifts of about 100 and 180 cm−1, respectively. Moreover, the number of aromatic C-C stretching bands changes from

four to two, and two new H-C-H out-of-plane bending bands appear.
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The Ag substrate causes significant modifications on ZDA vibrational frequencies, which are much more extensive than those for

NDA/Ag. The changes suffered by different bands are summarized in Table S4 of Supporting Information, as it was performed in Supporting Infor-

mation Table S3. Looking at Supporting Information Table S4, it is noteworthy that the highest (> 3000 cm−1) amine N-H stretching bands show

large red shifts of 215-263 cm−1 for the perpendicular configuration of adsorption, and red shifts of 144 cm−1 and 65 cm−1 for the stacking S-

110-a and S-111 configurations, respectively. These results reveal that the N-H bonds become weakened on adsorption with respect to the free

molecule situation. They are in agreement with the general N-H stretching above-described in section 3.3.1. Moreover, another amine N-H

stretching band (for <3000 cm−1) significantly redshifted by 617 and 669 cm−1 appears for S-110-a and S-111 sites, respectively, and by

384 cm−1 for the P-110-ea site. This observation is compatible with the fact that for these sites one or two N-H bonds show a larger stretching

of 0.02-0.04 Å, compared with the 0.01 Å stretching for the perpendicular P-110-oh, P-111-oh, and P-111-oh sites. Note also that for the stack-

ing configurations one mode is lower (by at least 100 cm−1) and at the same time another is higher (by at least 230 cm−1) than the values for the

perpendicular states. This great influence on the stacking sites could be related to the much larger Eads magnitude for these sites. The H-N-H in-

plane bands show red shifts of up to 76 cm−1 for all ZDA adsorption sites. The aromatic C-C stretching band redshifted by up to 55 cm−1 only for

the perpendicular-oh configurations.

The intermediate bands (in the 1200-1300 cm−1 range) of C-O-H bending in-plane normal modes redshifted by up to 74 cm−1 for the

perpendicular-oh configurations; moreover, another C-O-H bending in-plane redshifted by 115-117 cm−1 appears only for perpendicular-oh

configurations. Conversely, the O-H stretching band undergoes significant blue shifts of 372-428 cm−1 for the two perpendicular-oh and S-

111 configurations and of 195-237 cm−1 for the other sites, revealing that for these configurations the O-H bond is strengthened with respect

to the free molecule situation. This observation is in agreement with the general O-H shortening above described in section 3.1.1. The aromatic

C-C-H bending and the aromatic C-H stretching bands exhibit likewise blue shifts but of lower magnitude, up to 63 cm−1, for the P-110-oh

and S-111 sites. The other normal modes exhibit red or blue shifts depending on the site specificity. The intermediate methylene C-H stretch-

ing bands undergo only blue shifts, of up to 103 cm−1 in the case of P-110-oh and the three sites of Ag(111) surface, while another methylene

C-H stretching band redshifted by 83-112 cm−1 appears exclusively for the stacking configurations. The lowest (< 1300 cm−1) H-C-H out-of-

plane bands redshifted by up to 59 cm−1 for the P-111-ea and S-110-oh sites. Conversely, the lowest (< 1300 cm−1) C-O stretching normal

TABLE 4 Vibrational frequencies (in cm−1) for free NDA and NDA adsorbed on Ag substrate and their corresponding mode assignments

Assignmenta NDA
NDA/Ag(110)
S-110-a

NDA/Ag(110)
S-110-b

NDA/Ag
(111) S-111 FTIRb

FT
Ramanb

FT
Ramanc

Para-O-H stretching 3677 3598 3546 3577 3345

Metha-O-H
stretching

3734 3613 3334 3452 3343

Amine N-H
stretching

3481 as
3395 sy

3487 as
3454 sy

3448 as
3373 sy

3484 as
3463 sy

3081 a
3054s

Methylene C-H
stretching

3057 bo 3033 syd 3035 syd 3039 syd 3004 as

3025 bo 3003 asd 3006 asd 3000 asd

2993 syd

2970 sye
2944f

2914f
2979f

2895f
2973 sye

2930 ase
2952 sy 2968 sy

Aromatic C-C
stretching

1644 as 1581 as 1579 as 1586 as 1600 as

1632 as 1576 as 1567as 1581 as 1586 as

1517 sy 1497 sy 1483 sy 1492 sy 1501 sy

1445 sy 1411 sy

C-O-H bending 1323 1379 1377 1375 1321 as 1327 as

1316 1322 1310 1319 1261 sy

1175 (O2) 1186 (O2) 1176 (O2) 1182 (O2)

1144 (O1) 1147 (O1) 1163 (O1) 1166 (O1)

C-O stretching 1269 1277 1232 1252 1214 as

1244 1247 1135 1236 1191 sy

1233 1230 1110 1102

Ethyl C-C stretching
(C2-C3)

1233 1277 1281 1280

1113 1174 1163 1166

a Key: as, asymmetrical vibration; sy, symmetrical vibration; bo, both methylene groups of ethyl chain involved in vibration.
b Ref. [57]
c Ref. [58]
d C1 & 2H.
e C2 & 2H.
f C2 & 1H. The experimental values correspond to pure (nonadsorbed) dopamine.
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modes show blue shifts of up to 53 cm−1 for the three perpendicular configurations. Finally, the ethyl C-C stretching band suffers a 58 cm−1

red shift for the S-111 site.

Recently, SERS spectra for zwitterionic dopamine adsorbed onto Au NPs coated with Ag have been reported for different pH conditions.[14]

From these spectra, several relevant bands can be observed at 1126-1128, 1329, and 1462 cm−1 Among others, covering the pH = 4-11 range.

When these experimental features are compared with our results for NDA and ZDA (see Tables 4 and 5), only those for ZDA become pertinent. The

band at 1126-1128 cm−1 can be compared with our results of 1125 cm−1 (aromatic C-C-H bending for S-110-a site) and 1128 cm−1 (aromatic C-C-

H bending for P-110-oh site), the band at 1329 cm−1 with the calculated bands at 1322 cm−1 (H-C-H bending out-of-plane for P-110-oh site),

1334 cm−1 (H-C-H bending out-of-plane for P-110-ea site), and 1336 cm−1 (H-C-H bending out-of-plane for P-111-ea site), and the band at

1462 cm−1 with the calculated bands at 1452 cm−1 (H-C-H bending in-plane for S-110-a site) and 1452 cm−1 (H-C-H bending in-plane for P-111-ea

site). The comparison indicates that both stacking and perpendicular configurations could be important to define the structure of dopamine/Ag sys-

tems, although the latter are less favored from a theoretical point of view. Furthermore, a molecular ZDA-Ag2 model was employed to study the

interaction between adsorbate and substrate in Ref. [14]. It is interesting to look at the agreement between the Ref. [14] model and our Ag(110) and

Ag(111) slab models. As the Ag2 dimer binds to the negative O− substituent of ZDA in the molecular model, only the P-110-oh and P-111-oh config-

urations have been considered for this comparison. The values obtained with these two models are summarized in Table 6, giving a mean discrep-

ancy of 6 cm−1 if we take the magnitude of frequency differences for 12 different bands, showing very reasonable agreement between the two

approaches.

From the above results, we notice that the ZDA vibrational frequencies suffer much more significant modifications on adsorption on Ag than

those of NDA. The largest red or blues shifts of ZDA vibrational frequencies can be associated with longer or shorter bonds because the ZDA-Ag

interplay is much stronger than the NDA-Ag one. Comparing our calculated frequencies of relatively neutral bonds for NDA and ZDA molecules

with the SERS experimental data for dopamine/Ag, we infer that both stacking and perpendicular configurations for ZDA/Ag could be important

to define the structure of dopamine/Ag systems.

TABLE 5 Vibrational frequencies (in cm−1) for free ZDA and ZDA adsorbed on Ag substrate and their corresponding mode assignments

Assignmenta ZDA
ZDA /Ag
(110) S-a

ZDA/Ag
(110) P-ea

ZDA/Ag
(110) P-oh

ZDA/Ag
(111) S

ZDA/Ag
(111) P-ea

ZDA/Ag
(111) P-oh

Amine N-H
stretching

3411 sy 3388 3235 3168 sy 3380 as 3187 3143 as

3400 sy 3080 3036 sy 3104 as 3245 sy 3161 3128

3322 as 2761 2994 3072 as 2709 sy 3115 3126 sy

O-H stretching 3008 3245 3198 3380 3436 3203 3428

Methylene C-H
stretching

3091 asb

3022 syb

2985 asc

2925 syc

3063d

3036d

2963e

2843e

3071 asb

3008 syb

2997 asc

2951 syc

3082 asb

3062 syc

3004e

2967e

3119 asb

3099 syb

3058e

2872e

3074 asb

3025 syb

3002 asc

2965 syc

3087 asb

3066d

3002c,d

2984 asc

Aromatic C-H
stretching

3101
3079
3074

3127
3112
3064

3125
3105 as
3084 sy

3111 sy
3095 as
3083

3181
3151
3111

3125
3103
3083

3102
3095
3087

H-N-H bending
in-plane

1616
1606

1569
1545

1543
1527

1541
1529

1579
1538

1553
1552

1554
1550
1544

Aromatic C-C
stretching

1588
1556

1580
1526

1573
1560

1544
1492

1582
1541

1567
1560

1587
1447

H-C-H bending
in-plane

1444b

1421c
1452b

1417c
1448 bo
1424 bo

1424 bo
1443 bo

1439b

1393c
1452b

1425c
1444 bo
1422 bo

H-C-H bending
out-of-plane

1317b 1357 bo 1334 bo 1322b

1258c
1340b 1336 bo

1280 bo
1330b

C-O-H bending
in-plane

1437
1275

1425
1280

1419
1393
1235

1201 1398
1369
1158

1402
1241

1447
1230
1160

H-N-H bending
out-of-plane

1412 1444 1419 1354 1423 1436 1372

C-O stretching 1428
1245

1401
1242
1235

1290 1432

1281

1257 (O1)
1244 (O2)
1200 (O2)

1488 (O1)
1472 (O2)
1298 (O2)

1293

Aromatic C-C-H
bending

1095 1125 1110 1128 1102 1106 1116

a Key: as, asymmetrical vibration; sy, symmetrical vibration; bo, both methylene groups of ethyl chain involved in vibration.
b C1 & 2H.
c C2 & 2H.
d C1 & 1H.
e C2 & 1H.
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4 | CONCLUSIONS

The bonding, geometry, and vibrational spectra of neutral (NDA) and zwitterionic (ZDA) dopamine species adsorbed on Ag(110) and Ag(111) sur-

faces have been studied by using the DFT-D2 method, arriving at the following main conclusions:

• Concerning the stacking adsorption modes, both dopamine species prefer to adsorb on the most compact Ag(111) surface. The stability order

for NDA adsorption on the Ag(110) surface is S-110-b > S-110-a; this order is inverted for ZDA.

• Whereas the adsorption energy magnitude of NDA on Ag for the stacking modes corresponds to a relative important adsorbate-substrate

bonding, that of ZDA on Ag is significantly larger than that obtained for NDA species.

• Both molecules are electron donors to the Ag surface, giving rise to an ionic attractive interaction between adsorbate and substrate; this

effect is more relevant in the case of ZDA/Ag.

• The main source of bonding for NDA/Ag comes from noncovalent interactions, while for ZDA/Ag a non-negligible coupling between ZDA

and Ag atomic orbitals can also be observed.

• Perpendicular geometries for ZDA/Ag are less favored than the stacking modes; the perpendicular-ea sites being 0-3-0.6 eV relatively more

favored than the perpendicular-oh ones.

• ZDA vibrational frequencies undergo noticeable red/blue shifts on adsorption on Ag which can be rationalized considering the corresponding

bond strengths.

The theoretical results obtained in the present work help to attain better comprehension and analysis of experiments where dopamine spe-

cies are adsorbed on noble metal surfaces, such as those of Ag nanoparticles in SERS experiments, particularly regarding Raman spectra interpre-

tation. We also notice that all results would be helpful in other contexts where dopamine-noble metal interaction is present, such as the case of

dopamine detection with gold electrods.[60]
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